
Hello Nathan and Matteo 

My name is Rojin. I am a 7th grade student at Mustafa Kemal Secondary School. My favorite subject 

is math. My biggest dream is to become a prosecutor. I think justice is one of the most important 

things in a country. I love listening to music, sleeping and reading books. I also recommend the last 

book I read, "Madonna in Fur Coat". Of course, my favorite phrase in the book is this: "When I 

realized that the two hours I spent reading a book were fuller and more important than the long 

years of my life, I would think and be left in the terrible nothingness of human life." I absolutely 

agree. I talked about myself at length, I hope a figure comes to mind. 

 

Hello, I'm Azad. I am a 7th grade student at Mustafa Kemal Secondary School. I love animals. I'd like 

to have a parrot with blue, yellow and red feathers. I like computer games, I like pubg games the 

most. I am very good at this type of game. I spend my free time reading books and playing football. I 

listen to music from time to time. My favorite artist is İbrahim Tatlıses. I usually watch documentaries 

on TV. I am watching the animal related events with great interest. 

 

We talked at length about ourselves. We would like to talk about the important problems happening 

around us right now. We are also curious about your solution suggestions. 

PROBLEMS 

1. There is no green area in our school. 

2. Although there is very little green space around us, there are people harming trees. 

3. No recycling bin, all garbage goes to the same place. 

4. Most people are not aware that  should not harm the environment. 

These are the problems in our environment. So what are the problems around you? We are curious 

and want to get to know you. We look forward to your reply. 

Güle Güle 

Rojin ve Azat 


